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THE SPORTS ARENA
by Mark Maestrone

From Laurentz Jonker comes an interesting
cover (shown above) franked with two different p-
stamps (personalized stamps) he created. The
designs are based on vignettes from the 1928
Amsterdam Olympic Games.

The stamp on the right, the Marathon Runner,
is classified as a “December stamp” which means
it can be used during the month of December to
mail Christmas cards and other unsealed envelopes
at a reduced rate (for domestic use only) of 36c
instead of the usual 46c.

The other stamp is in an Art Deco style. The
face value “1" represents the domestic postal rate
of 46c for cards and letters up 20 grams (this
increased to 50c in January 2012).

In reality, Laurentz noted, the stamp cost him
about 30c above face to have printed.

The cover bears one of each stamp totaling 82c.
The rate to the U.S. is 95c; the additional pair of
numeral stamps add 15c to the total (so over-
franked by 2c).

The stamps are postmarked from Assendorper-
straat, the street where Laurentz grew up. A
machine cancel from the Zwolle processing center
appears at the bottom (upside down).

As a side note, Laurentz noted that two months
ago the last official post office in the Netherlands
closed – a beautiful Art Deco building in the center
of Utrecht. All postal business is now conducted at
supermarkets, tabacs and bookshops. I guess here
in the U.S. we should be grateful that we still have
post offices!

Our trusty correspondent in Canada, Kon
Sokolyk, has sent word of an interesting hockey-
related postal envelope released by Canada Post on
September 26, 2011 (below).

The cover celebrates the opening of the
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts’ new Claire and
Marc Bourgie Pavilion of Quebec and Canadian Art.

The museum’s logo is reproduced as the
indicium and postmarked with a printed-on generic
Canada Post cancel of the same date.

What’s interesting for the sports collector is the
reproduction of a painting by Serge Lemoyne
called, simply, “Dryden,” which covers the entire
front of the cover. Part of the museum’s collection,
the painting depicts ice hockey great Ken Dryden’s
goalie mask.

Because the cover is sold only pre-canceled, it
should be considered a philatelic souvenir. Still, it’s
an interesting item.


